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If the last two paragraphs were praise for the 3D experience, I would make a 'WOW' sticker for this bit. After all, it's the 3D aspect that raises the quality of this release above any of the others. That said, the 3D should be used to present an experience and then let the picture make the world come to life. The 3D is
only good for one purpose, and that is to help you see something you've already seen, and do a very simple thing, and that is show off a new way to see things. The story has so many holes that it's hard to grasp what you're watching, but the 3D clears that up, for the most part, giving you a crisp picture, with colors

that are as bright and vibrant as anything you'll ever see. The textures are wonderful, and everywhere you look, there's a sharpness to the entire picture that really makes it come to life. Beyond that is the experience you've been yearning for, the one that's been missing from your Blu-ray collection, and it really does
give new meaning to seeing things through 3D glasses. There's little comparison to what it can do, and just like every other one of these discs, 'Avatar' 3D is a huge step up from previous 3D releases. 'Avatar' is a grand slam 3D experience, as flawless as it gets. With the exception of the opening scene, it never

falters, and most importantly, never bores. There's a joy that comes from experiencing this film in 3D, which is unlike any other film I've seen. It's not about taking my own perspective, and subjecting myself to yet another film. Instead, it's seeing things from others' perspectives, in this case the elephants, Hometree,
Neytiri and even the greedy avaricious humans. It's an incredibly moving piece, and makes for a film that I now can't get out of my head. While it's a moving experience, there are moments that do drag, and you'll want to detach yourself for those spots, but for the most part, there's not a dull moment. The 3D isn't
just stunning, it's exceptional throughout, giving an amazing benefit that transcends to the theatrical release as well, and is truly a revolution in home viewing. For the most part, I would say it's required viewing. That's a tremendous achievement for Fox, because I don't think there's another studio making a better

investment in the format right now.
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I feel like I was overacting, saying 'Avatar' was so good, and so good that it's great, but "The Hunt" is really just as much of a remake of 'District 9' as 'Avatar' is a remake of 'Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind' in terms of story and material. 'Avatar' may have been the most
ambitious, expensive, and best produced (technical wise) film of the year, but the direction of the movie failed in many ways. While many viewers will applaud the vision that was involved in creating such a beautiful world and setting, the story arc is one that is entirely unoriginal.
The characters are cookie cutter bimbos that scream'middle-American-family' and that's about all that I can say. The main reason for this is that the script is extremely forced and extremely unsatisfying. There is no real emotional core to the film, which is one of the problems you

run into when you try and write for Avatar's characters or Avatar's society. The writing isn't as much of a problem as the execution of this overly corny story is. The performance is overall solid throughout with the only noticeable problem being that the actor playing Colonel
Gorman is a bit too loud. The scenery can be pretty impressive, and the 3D can be impressive (but not worth the price tag, which is astronomical), but the movie is definitely not worth the price of admission. This 'Avatar' features three discs, one 4.5 hour and two 3 hour 'bonus'

discs. The first disc contains both the extended edition, and the theatrical edition. The bonus discs are only half an hour long, and include'subtitles' to help enhance the dub track. 5ec8ef588b
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